
 

Tweak IE is a lightweight and easy-to-use piece of software that gives you the possibility to edit some properties to Internet Explorer. It features options related to the toolbar, control panel, restrictions and general aspects. Portability advantages As there is no setup pack involved, you can save the program files to any part of the hard disk and just click the executable
to launch the tool. Another possibility is to save Tweak IE to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit, in order to run it on any PC effortlessly and without previous installers. An important aspect worth taking into consideration is that the Windows registry and Start menu do not get updated with new entries, and no extra files are created on the disk, thus leaving no
traces behind after removal. Clear-cut and easy-to-use interface The GUI is represented by a regular window with a neatly organized structure split into multiple panes corresponding to each configuration category. Customize the IE toolbar and control panel As far as the toolbar is concerned, it is possible to edit the command label, disable the customization of
browser toolbars and toolbar buttons, hide the command bar and status bar, lock all toolbars, turn off developer tools, as well as use large icons for command buttons. Control panel elements are pone to customization when it comes to the Internet Options, Advanced and Settings area. Therefore, you can hide any selected tabs, turn off encryption support, disallow
resetting IE options to default, restrict any modifications to Accessibility and Font settings, and much more. Set restrictions and alter general settings Basic restrictions can be made, such as disabling autocomplete for forms, turning off tabbed browsing, disabling the Save As option in the File menu, and hiding the Favorites menu. Moreover, you can modify the
download directory and IE window title, turn off accelerators, in-private browsing, and so on. Evaluation and conclusion Tweak IE certainly comes packed with many IE personalization options, and they can be seamlessly activated or deactivated with one click, so user assistance is minimal. As expected, it consumes low CPU and RAM. Everything worked smoothly
in our tests. To conclude, Tweak IE can lend a helping hand to IE users, so you can definitely give it a shot. Share it Portability advantages As there is no setup pack involved, you can save the program files to any part of the hard disk and just click the executable to launch the tool. 70238732e0 SuperMarioBrosCrossover3121OfflineCODEX
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Hardware Sensors Monitor is a program that performs a full-scale hardware monitoring. It displays hardware parameters on the screen and can be used for various purposes. The software generates graphs that display the evolution of temperatures and fan RPM data. It includes temperature and power supply voltage sensors, per-core and overall CPU temperature and
fan rpm, system information (model and manufacturer), fan load (at that moment and total fan load in percent) and power frequency. You can change the way the graph is displayed and customize each temperature or fan RPM value. The software also has various functions to customize the alerts and warning messages. It has an alarm function that can inform you
when the temperature and power supply voltage data exceed a predefined threshold. This program is included in the system so you don’t have to install it separately. Hardware Sensors Monitor Features: - Display hardware temperature and power supply voltage values - CPU core temperatures - Power supply voltage - Per-core and overall CPU temperature - CPU core
and overall CPU speed - Number of threads and core multipliers - Motherboard and operating system model - Per-core and overall fan rpm - Power frequency - Hardware sensors network card (only Windows 7/8) - Hardware sensors audio - System information (model and manufacturer) - Clock frequency (Windows 8, Windows 10) - BIOS date and time - Running
program number - Hardware sensors power on and off and hardware sensors monitoring options - Hardware sensors tray icon - Hardware sensors setting (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors enable/disable (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors restore main interface (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors stop monitoring (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors (from tray
menu) - Hardware sensors (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors tray menu - Hardware sensors (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors tray menu - Hardware sensors (from tray menu) - Hardware sensors tray menu - Hardware sensors tray menu - Hardware sensors tray menu - Hardware sensors
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